MAINTENANCE GUIDE
TAKE SOME PRECAUTIONS
Can be wet-mopped!

Cleaning




As particles of dirt and grit left behind can damage the surface of the floor, clean your floor regularly
with a vacuum cleaner or a soft broom.
Remove stains immediately with a well-wrung cloth. Worn-in stains are difficult to remove.
After washing allow your floor the time to dry.

Protecting










Exposure to direct sunlight can cause color changes.
Carpets and furniture should be moved from time to time to avoid permanent color changes.
Apply appropriate protection to the legs of the furniture.
Apply freely rotating, non-rubber wheels to chairs with castors and/or use protective matting.
Please bear in mind that pets with sharp nails can leave deep scratches on the floor
Place beige, felt floor protectors under chair and table legs; do not used colored floor protectors!
Prolonged contact with rubber can cause permanent stains. Do not use rubbed-backed doormats.
Avoid contact with dirt, sand, grit and substances such as oil or asphalt by placing carpets and
doormats at the front- and backdoor.
NEVER use aggressive cleaning products, soap or abrasive cleaners or cleaning products that
contain oil or wax.

Watering
No special requirements.

Others




Make sure the humidity in the room is at least 45%. Use a humidifier, if necessary.
Never use abrasive agents, as those can affect the gloss layer.
Never use wax on a Novocore floor.

Cleaning product
We recommend the maintenance products from the Bona-range above, because we know and trust
these products. If interested, you can find them on online web shops. However, there are other good
brands on the market that can give you the same result. Just feel free to ask your local Lamett dealer for
advice about some good local products.
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Bona usage tips:







Shake the can Bona Tile & Laminate Polish before use.
Pour the polish on the floor in a wavy line of 3-4 cm wide. Work on a surface of 3m² at a time.
Attention: do not use fiber, cotton or sponge cloths, etc.
Spread the polish on the surface (3m²) with a woolen cleaning cloth.
Make sure that the cloth stays moist with polish.
Leave the floor to dry for at least 1h before walking on it.
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